Service

Practical steps to turn your bright
ideas into apps that meet your
business needs
If you want to take control of the technology available to empower your teams to help them carry out
their job, you are likely to encounter these challenges:
“Our IT team cannot keep up with
the demand from LoB managers’
requests on mobile apps that will
help them do their jobs better.”

“Our staff are keen to deliver apps
that resolve their business issues
themselves. They use great apps in
their personal life but do not get the
same experience at work.”

“We would love to be able to have
the skills to create our own business
apps, but at the same time know
there is support if we need it once we
develop them.”

App in a Week from Prodware is the answer: opt to train your staff in leading technology
Microsoft Power Apps and co-develop your first business app; empowering you to take future
steps in developing your own Power Apps in the future.

Why choose App in a Week from
Prodware to support your business
transformation journey?

App in a Week is a modular engagement of
up to 10 days, with a 5-day development
workshop at its core:

With business demand for mobile apps continuing
to outstrip IT capacity to deliver; there is a growing
need for “citizen developers” to deliver apps that
resolve their business issues themselves.

•

Train users in Power Apps Basics

•

Match your business challenges and focus
with a scoping exercise of your Power App

•

Take part in a Hackathon style approach
of build, test and refine your co-created
Power App to Proof of Concept stage

•

Opt for ongoing governance and support

•

Open the door to the next steps in your own
app development journey into the future

More people have access to build and share lowcode apps such as Microsoft Power Apps to resolve
line-of-business issues such as eliminating paper
processes and manual data collection. But we
understand some organizations need a helping
hand to get started.
As a Microsoft Gold Partner in Application
Development, Prodware are able to distil our
experience of developing and integrating Power
Apps into a practical consulting service.

App in a Week overview

Envisioning
DAY 1:
• Introduction
• Current situation

Create
DAY 1 - 5:
• Design

• Power Platform Overview

• Build

• Ideas from the group

• Test

DAY 2:
• Design thinking
• Concept Prioritization

Evolve
AFTER APP IN A WEEK WORKSHOP:
• App introduction (in your organization)
• Go- No Go decision to use app
• Implement app
• Support app (governance)
• Continue the empowerment journey

• MVP tuning

· Training

• Wrap up

· Roadmap

• Define Creation team

· Innovation maturity
· Explore

What is Microsoft Power Apps
Power Apps is a suite of apps, services, connectors and data platform that provides a rapid application
development environment to build custom apps for your business needs. Using Power Apps, you can
quickly build custom business apps that connect to your business data.
Whether you are a start-up or a global enterprise, Power Apps suits your needs.Use templates, drag
and drop functionality or custom code to build pixel perfect simple to mission critical web and mobile
applications. Drive innovation faster and leverage the Microsoft Common Data Service with pre-built AI
models in AI Builder.

Outcomes and deliverables

Envisioning workshop

Power App creation

Documentation

• Together define the goal
and vision to generate
business app ideas.

• Together design the App
details and co-develop this
Power App.

• Envisioning documentation
of goal and vision plus the
concept cards.

• Create concept cards for
these apps

• Demo and deliver the
created App

• Documentation of the App
design and created App.

Get on the right track to embrace the low-code citizen development revolution, give your teams the tools
they need to solve business challenges themselves with leading technology.
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